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The Korean Stock Exchange's (KSE) KOSPI 200 Index fUtures and options have 
been the fastest growing derivatives contracts in the world in recent years. This 
paper presents an analysis of the factors contributing to the success, as measured 
by trading volume, of the KOSPI 200 Index fUtures contract. Both contract and 
market specific factors are investigated to distinguish between alternative 
explanations. Although contract specifications are not unusual, an analysis of 
variables connected to market activity indicate lack of hedging-motivated trades 
on Korean index fUtures market. Formal tests conducted within the context of a 
GMM-based structural model, as well as a dynamic model of price changes and 
trading volume, fUrther support the contention that speculation seems to be the 
primary motive to trade. The findings offer insights into the surge in trading volume, 
which could be usefol for the design and development of new derivatives contracts, 
especially in emerging markets. 

Organized derivatives exchanges aim to develop successful contracts. His 
torically, futures exchanges have been membership organizations and they 
have measured the success of their contracts by the volume of trade. The 

literature identifies main functions of futures markets as facilitation of risk transfer 
(between hedgers and speculators) and price discovery (see, for example, Peck 
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